TUNNEL 50 DIGIT INOX
VERSION OF TUNNEL 50 DIGIT IN STAINLESS STEEL  IDEAL FOR
PHARMACEUTICAL AND FOOD SECTOR

DESCRIPTION
TUNNEL 50 and 70 are shrink tunnels equipped with a series of technical and aesthetic updates
designed to provide versatile, yet effective responses to all shrink wrapping needs.
TUNNEL 50 INOX is entirely made of stainless steel, ideal for the needs of the food and pharmaceutical
sector.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Electrical power supply

V

200/380/415

Phase

ph

3

MAX power installed

kW

7.2
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Machine dimensions

mm

1770x840x h.1465

designed to provide versatile, yet effective responses to all shrink wrapping needs.
TUNNEL 50 INOX is entirely made of stainless steel, ideal for the needs of the food and pharmaceutical
sector.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Electrical power supply
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kW

7.2

MAX product size

mm

400x220x lg.700

Machine dimensions

mm

1770x840x h.1465

Machine weight
(Net/Gross)

kg

188/236

Tunnel infeed dimensions

mm

450x240
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TECHNICAL DRAWING

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Manual belt height adjustment
Digital display with 9 programs that can be selected and customised
Option of selecting the autorotating feature for the rollers
Product conveyor
Adjustable double air baffles
Autooff program
Outfeed roller conveyor provided as standard.
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